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CURRENT Attunements to the New Earth Star Grids, Initiations and Energy

ThothHorRa

I am providing a means here for everyone to participate in the work we are doing with the New Earth Star (NES)
consciousness through our focus within Second Life. Thus even those of you without the ability or guidance to
engage Second Life (SL) can now join us in this work all the same.
What we are doing in Second Life with the New Earth Star Island Estate (NESIE) is in fact working with the NES
consciousness in various ways to help anchor and integrate it with our current reality system thereby providing a
further "boost" to the collective ascension process.
ThothHorRa is facilitating some high level Metatronic dynamics through what we are creating in SL on NESIE.
Therefore, in order that our non-SL folks can join us in this work, we will now be making ThothHorRa's speaking
and initiation available to everyone online. The link to previous full the transcripts of the gatherings are found
below.
You may then go into meditation with ThothHorRa on your own, or with your own group, and attune yourself to
that specific initiation, repeating it aloud if possible. It is suggested that you print off a color copy of the
ThothHorRa image (above) to use as a transmission portal for the process.
ThothHorRa to our NESIE Gathering in the Tachyon 11th Heaven Sky Pyramid on 1/18/09:
ThothHorRa Khandr: Today we will expand our focus upon the connection of the etheric pyramid of
Giza..."Temple of the Morning Star"...and it's connection to NESIE and our work here. The Temple of the
Morning Star is the etheric level of the Great Pyramid. It was installed as such by myself as Toth'mu'zurud, even
before my lifetime as Thoth Raismes of Aphra; "Aphra" meaning the "altar place" - the table of earth - the
Pyramid of the Risen One (Giza).
Toth'mu'zurud brought the blueprint to earth and from it was great the great table at Giza. The several
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pyramids...including the GreatPyramid or Temple of Osiris...the Risen One. Yet the Temple of the Morning Star
is the etheric level is dedicated to the Supreme aspect of Osiris as the Christos, the Archangel of LIGHT who was
to embody upon the Earth within I'shoa (Jesus) in a later epoch.
Thus the Temple of the Morning Star is his BODY contain the etheric properties of LIGHT and subtle dynamics
which are personified in the sacred geometry of this etheric temple - the Osiris temple, also later known as the
Temple of the Lion. This is an anchor in the Earth as a Pillar of Fire.
For NESIE the connection to the Temple of the Morning Star is strong, as we here are creating a bridging to the
New Earth Star and the "MORNING STAR" is the Body of that Bridge - the Divine 'bridegroom' of In La'kech
who is the Sophia-Isis. Divine Femine of the New Earth. This sky pyramid of the 11th Heaven in which we now
sit, with its tachyon pillar integrates with the whole "Pillar of Fire" system of Giza and most especially with the
Temple of the Morning Star.
EACH of you here today have DNA composed of star particles from the first moment of universal creation. It is
within the Temple of the Morning Star that these particles are condensed with the cube of Adoni Kodesh,
containing within it a sphere made of crystal sophra which is a very pure form of crystallized white Prima Matra.
Prima Matra is "First Matter" containing that condensed star dust of the FIRST CREATION MOMENT. It is the
truest and purest of Manna, and this pure manna is resonate with the star particles in your DNA.
So let us now take this in...BREATHE in this 'information' and allow it to become pure essence instead. FEEL the
connection...the intimate connection you have with the FIRST MATTER...the purest of that being the MANNA of
the Adonai Kodesh. WE ARE ALL STARS. We are like beacons, glittering in a stellar SKY of PRESENCE and
BEAUTY upon the sacred TREE OF LIFE! The UNIVERSAL TREE through which we enter the NEW EARTH
STAR...and beyond.
Now see yourselves within the Temple of the Morning Star - however it appears to you. Feel your body
integrating with its LIGHT and BEAUTY, which is the CHRIST of your HEART of HEARTS. Approach the
CUBE of the Adonai Kodesh. Feel its radiating FIRST LIGHT - that first moment of creation! Your star particles
respond by sending signals throughout the rest of your body, quickening it to respond and to LIGHT UP with
divine fire! BRING in this FIRST LIGHT...down through the Tachyon column of our NESIE pyramid.
BREATHE it down as if this pyramid in which you now abide is your BODY. Concentrate it in your LUNGS and
breathe it down into the column. Then send it down through the Gaia Egg and into the generator crystal below it,
then out...OUT into all of NESIE! Feel the QUICKENING as the virtual is brought into contact with the etheric
and with your own etheric, energy and physical bodies.
Like a GOLDEN WAVE it spreads through you and through NESIE and all of Second Life, moving out through
the internet globally and out beyond the virtual into the WORLD of matter and life! On this planet at this time, all
is being made ready for the OPENING OF THE TOMB. The stone shall be rolled away in PLAIN SITE and the
LIGHT of the WORLD shall come forth. No doubt will there be as to it's ocurrence. No religion can claim it. No
hand may stay it. No eyes can close from it's brilliance. It will be total and complete.
In the Preparation Time - now in which you are living - EMBRACE the "Good News" and live in it's shedding
light.
After Janurary 20th, 2009...a new era shall begin. Be PRESENT with it, for it is within you...WITHIN YOU! You
shall make of it the new WORLD. AND SO IT IS!
********

ThothHorRa to our NESIE Gathering in the Tachyon 11th Heaven Sky Pyramid on 1/25/09:
Today we will open the scroll on the nature of Stargates and portals. A large and diverse topic so we will only
take a brief scan of it now. It is important to see the true nature of what humans "think" they are. A true "stargate"
is a access to another dimensional point in the universe that is primary for the development or shall we say
"staging" process of that sphere of thought operating in a world consensus. So in other words, humanity is drawn
to certain reference points in the universal spectrum which respond to the consensual reality of that world state or
stage. The Hierarchy (another name not fully comprehended) guides this process where humanity is open to
receive guidance, but it does not install Stargates. Stargates are co-responders to greater universal dynamics when
triggered by thinking beings, such as humanity. Portals on the other hand, can be "installed" by extra, ultra or
human beings through intention to connect to a specific dynamic playing out somewhere in another dimension -
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or even same dimension but different place. Portals are sub-systems of world grids that are most usually created
rather than being of natural origin, but can be spontaneously created when natural planetary grids overlap in
places.
Here with NESIE in our virtual "playground" of earth-cosmic synthesis we are creating a "portal" through the
installation above In La'kech. This is simply a visual trigger to help you access the In La'kech Temple Field of the
NES. However, in general at this time, humans operating in the New Age belief systems are tending to put too
much emphasis on Stargates and portals as if these are doors to "salvation." They not. They are tools and windows
only. One cannot pass through a window closed to them. Why might it be closed? Because the heart is the KEY,
and if the heart is not yet ready, the door will not open.
Let us take a moment of stillness and quite...allowing the essence of this to filter into the energy bodies and the
heart.
Now, turn environment to Midnight and parcel music on please.
Before you see a vast plain of golden sand. In the distance are mountains of majestic height - colors of azure and
silvery white. Above the tallest mountain in the center is a white shining cloud-pillar forming, gathering from the
ethers as a Being bringing it's Self into focus before your eyes. Out of the midst of the Pillar / Being a Violet
flame comes forth igniting and casting a pale lavender of light-shadows upon the desert sands all around you.
As you look around now, you see that the sands are littered with beautiful crystals of every color and hue - small
enough to take into your hands. Pick one up. Feel its nurturing WARMTH. Hold it next you your heart. Hear it
whisper: LOVE, LOVE, LOVE I open to you...I AM YOUR BELOVED who dwells within the PILLAR...the
Pillar of your Being...your Grace...your Light that you see before you in the sky. I call you...I beckon you...I give
you the sustenance you seek. You THIRST...I give you my liquid LIGHT. You HUNGER...I offer you the Manna
of my Body...the PILLAR of the Temple. I do not forsake you. COME UNTO ME AND I WILL REFRESH
YOU. AHU A AHMIN Until the end of time...and beyond!
AND SO IT IS. FILL YOUR HEART NOW...FILL IT FROM THIS DEEP WELL OF THE CHRISTOS IN THE
MIDST OF THE PILLAR OF THE FLAME.
Now let us turn off the parcel music and place environment back to midday. In conclusion, let us tone the bowls
together, shall we? Thank you.
Please continue to visit the mountain and experience the PILLAR OF LIGHT within.
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January 10th, 2009 Gathering at The 11th Heaven Tachyon Pyramid
September 14th, 2008 Gathering at Mar'Lhanka (blessings of the sea) on NESIE
August 31, 2008 AUUM Coordination and NES Initiation on NESIE
August 10th, 2008 Gathering on AngelGate
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